FEATURED

Medical Library Resumes Full Operating Hours

After a year of operating with reduced building hours, the medical library has resumed full operating hours for members of the Yale and YNHH community. Additionally, The Cushing Center has reopened and visitors are invited to explore the space on their own. Learn More

NOTEWORTHY

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging Resources

A new page brings together resources relating to diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging at Yale. Many of these resources are curated in partnership with departments in the Yale medical center. Read the Story

ONLINE EXHIBITION

Medical Astrology: Science, Art, and Influence in early-modern Europe

A collection of early-modern texts from the Medical Historical Library presents the visual history of medical astrology in Europe between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries. Read the Story

WELCOME

Welcome New Staff

We’re pleased to welcome two new staff members who will be supporting public health, scholarly communication, and bioinformatics.

MEDICAL HISTORICAL

New Hallway Exhibit

Environment and Climate Change is on view through September in the medical library corridor. Support your local planet.

REMINDER: Per Yale policy (updated 7/30/21), all visitors regardless of vaccination status must wear a mask while indoors.